Formal methods have proved to be highly bene cial in the requirements speci cation phase of software production and are particularly valuable in the development of real-time applications (the most critical software systems). Unfortunately, most common speci cation languages are inadequate for real-time applications because they lack a quantitative representation of time. In this paper, we de ne a logical language to specify the temporal constraints of the wide-ranging class of real-time systems whose components have dynamic behaviours regulated by very di erent time constants. We motivate the need for allowing the consistent treatment of di erent time scales in formal speci cations of these systems with the purpose of enhancing the naturalness and practical usability of the notation. The logical speci cation language is based on a revised version of the speci cation language TRIO. We rst present the features of the basic logical language; then, we semantically and axiomatically de ne its granularity extension in a topological logic framework. Finally, we show some examples of its application.
Introduction
Formal methods have proved to be highly bene cial in the requirements specication phase of software production process Ghezzi,91a], Sommerville,89]. They are particularly valuable in the development of real-time applications, which are among the most critical software systems. Plants or weapon control devices, \ y by wire" aircraft, time critical information systems and embedded applications are only some examples of the important family of real-time systems. Unfortunately, most common speci cation languages Jones, 86] , Hayes, 87] , Bolognesi, 87] , Fatatsugi,85], Harel, 87] are inadequate for real-time applications: they cannot deal with temporal properties in a simple and satisfactory way, because they lack an explicit and quantitative representation of time. A few remarkable exceptions, however, do exist. They are extensions of Petri Nets Merlin, 76] , Ramamoorthy,80], Ghezzi, 91b] or versions of Temporal Logic Ostro , 89] , Ghezzi, 90] , which support direct and quantitative speci cations of temporal properties and relevant validation activities.
There are, however, systems whose temporal speci cation is far from being simple even with Timed Petri Nets or Metric Temporal Logic. In this paper we focus on a wide-ranging class of such systems: the systems whose components have dynamic behaviours regulated by very di erent -even by orders of magnitude -time constants (hereinafter granular systems). For instance, a pondage power station consists of a reservoir, with lling and emptying times of days or weeks, generator units, possibly changing state in a few seconds, and electronic control devices, evolving in milliseconds or even less. A complete speci cation of the power station must include the description of these components and of their interactions. A natural description of the temporal evolution of the reservoir state will probably use days: \During rainy weeks, the level of the reservoir increases 1 meter a day". The description of the control devices behaviour may use microseconds: \When an alarm comes from the level sensors, send an acknowledge signal in 50 microseconds". We say that systems of such a type have di erent time scales. It is somewhat unnatural to compel the speci er of these systems to use a unique time scale, microseconds in the previous example, to describe the behaviour of all the components. For instance, the speci er of the requirements for a pondage power plant should not be compelled to write sentences like \the lling of the reservoir must be completed within n microseconds". A good language must allow the speci er to easily describe all simple and intuitively clear facts. A major issue of speci cation languages is in fact the naturalness of the notation. Then, di erent time granularities must be a feature of a speci cation language for granular systems.
Despite the widespread recognition of its relevance in the elds of formal speci cations, knowledge representation and reasoning and temporal databases, there is a lack of a systematic framework for time granularity. At the best of our knowledge, time granularity or related concepts have been discussed in Hobbs, 85] Hobbs proposes a formal characterization of the general notion of granularity, but gives no special attention to time granularity. He only sketches out a rather restrictive mapping of continuous time into discrete times using the situation calculus formalism. Cli ord et al. provide a set-theoretic formalization of time granularity, but they do not attempt to relate the truth value of assertions to time granularity. Galton and Shoham give signi cant categorizations of assertions based on their temporal properties that are strictly related to the concept of time granularity even if it is not explicitly considered. Finally, extensions to existing languages for formal speci cations, knowledge representation, and temporal databases to support a limited concept of time granularity are proposed by Roman, Evans and Montanari et al., and Wiederhold et al., respectively. In this paper, we de ne a logical speci cation language embedding the notion of time granularity that allows the user to build synchronous, granular system speci cations by referring to the \natural" time scale in any component of the speci cation, even if these are quite di erent from each other. At the same time, we preserve the full rigor of formal languages, that allow us to associate a precise semantics with any formula. The rationale of the introduction of time granularity in the speci cation of granular systems, together with the identi cation of the main representational requirements it imposes, are presented in Corsetti, 90] and Corsetti, 91a] . A rst attempt of extending logical speci cation languages for incorporating time granularity is reported in Corsetti, 91b] , Montanari, 91] and Corsetti, 91c] . It basically consists of translation mechanisms that maps a formula associated with a given time scale into a corresponding formula associated with a ner one. In such a way, a model of a speci cation involving di erent granularities can be built by translating everything to the nest granularity. In this paper, we substantially revise such an approach. We extend the basic logical language with contextual and projection operators that deal with time granularity, and provide the resulting language with a model-theoretic semantics. We also give a sound axiomatization of the extended language. The proposed semantics expresses more general and complete properties of time granularity than the transformational semantics given before. Besides, the axiomatic system provides a better clari cation of the meaning of time granularity and gives the possibility of doing inferences from a granular speci cation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the syntax and the semantics of the basic logical language, together with its axiomatization. The basic language is a revised, axiomatic version of TRIO, a logical language for executable speci cations of real-time systems Morzenti, 89] , Ghezzi, 90] . Section 3 discusses time granularity issues in detail and points out the steps required to extend the basic language with time granularity. Section 4 formally de nes syntax and semantics of the extended language, together with its axiomatization. Section 5 gives some examples of temporally layered speci cations. Conclusions provide an assessment of the proposed approach, discuss open issues and outline possible extensions. Montanari, 92a] and Ciapessoni,92] collect formal de nitions and proofs of stated results.
The Basic Logical Formalism
The basic logical formalism is a revised, many-sorted version of the logical speci cation language TRIO, a rst order logic language augmented with temporal operators and a metric on time. Similarly to standard temporal logics, e.g. Rescher, 71] , Pnueli, 81] , it is provided with a temporal operator that allows one to talk about truth and falsity of formulae at time instants di erent from the current one that is left implicit. Each formula is interpreted over a totally ordered temporal domain, and its truth value depends on its assertion time (chronologically unde ned formula). In contrast to standard formalisms the formulae of the language may include explicit quanti cations over time and metric temporal constraints. The last feature enables one to express quantitative and qualitative temporal properties over both discrete and dense time structures, including maximal, exact and minimal temporal distances between events, periodicity, bounded response time, etc. In this respect, the language is quite similar to Topological (Metric) Temporal Logics Rescher,68], Koymans,90].
Basic Syntactic Features
In this section, we rst brie y introduce alphabet, terms and formulae of the language; then, we de ne the basic concepts of speci cation and history, and give an example of real-time system speci cations. The alphabet The alphabet of the language includes sorts, variables, constants, functions, predicates, and logical constants. The sorts denote the domains over which variables, constants, functions and predicates take value. The set of sorts includes a particular sort s T , called the temporal sort, which is numerical in nature and denotes the set of values of temporal displacements. Depending on the speci ed system, s T can be either the set of integers, or the set of rational numbers, or the set of real numbers, or a subinterval of them. All constant, function and predicate symbols are typed as well as variables. The type of a n-ary function is a pair ht; si, where t is the n-tuple of domain sorts and s is the codomain sort. The type t of a n-ary predicate is a n-tuple of sorts. We assume that the function symbols ?; ; ; :::, the equality symbol = and the usual relational symbols <; >; ; ; ::: are prede ned for the temporal sort s T and, more generally, for each numerical sort 1 .
The set of logical constans includes the usual propositional connectives : and , the quanti er 8 and the parametrized temporal displacement operator r , where is of sort s T .
Terms and formulae The syntax of the language is given as usual by inductively de ning its terms and formulae. The other propositional connectives^; _; , the existential quanti er 9, and the shorthands > (true), for the formula` _ : ', and ? (false), for the formulà ^: ', are de ned as usual. The displacement operator r F allows us to evaluate the formula F at the time instant at distance from the current one. If there is not such a time instant, the formula is conventionally evaluated to true 2 . We classify domains as closed or open, depending on they are closed or not under composition of temporal displacements. We also de ne the dual temporal displacement operator as follows: F = def :r :F In constrast to r , it requires the existence of a time instant at distance from the current one. The standard operators of linear temporal logics expressing possibility and necessity in time can be easily derived from the displacement operator:
AlwFutr(F) = def 8 ( > 0 r F) SomFutr(F) = def :AlwFutr(:F) 1 The properties of are given in Section 2.3. 2 In principle, the displacement operator could also be applied to terms. In such a way, it makes it possible to easily evaluate a formula at a time instant di erent from the time instant(s) at which its terms are evaluated.
Lasts(F; ) = def 8 (0 < < r F) Always(F) = def 8 r F Sometimes(F) = def :Always(:F) Until(F; G) = def 9 ( > 0^r G^Lasts(F; )) where F and G are formulae and 0; , and are terms of sort s T . AlwFutr(F) says that F will be true in any future instant; SomFutr(F) says that F will be true in at least one instant of temporal domain in the future; Lasts(F; ) says that F will be true in each instant in the future at a temporal distance lower than from the current one; Always(F) says that F holds at every instant of the temporal domain; Sometimes(F) says that there exists at least one instant at which F holds; Until(F; G) says that G will be true in the future and till then F will be true.
Let us now formalize the notion of speci cation of a real-time system and the related notion of history. First of all, we assume that constants, functions and predicates are time-dependent, while variables are time-independent. However, it can be useful to constrain a subset of the set of constants, functions and predicates to be time-independent. Time-independent constants and functions represent values unrelated with time, i.e., values that are not subject to change in time. Time-independent predicates represent properties which can be assumed not to change in time. This is the case, for example, of the equality and of the usual ordering relations. The axiomatization of time independency conditions for constants, functions and predicates is given in Section 2.3. On the basis of the notions of time dependency and time independency, we de ne the closure of a formula. We say that a formula is classically closed if and only if all its variables are quanti ed, and that it is temporally closed if and only if it does not include time-dependent constants, functions or predicates, or it has either Always or Sometimes as its outermost operator, or it results from propositional compositions of temporally closed formulae, or it is the classical closure of a temporally closed formula.
A speci cation of a real-time system is a classically and temporally closed formula of the language. As an example, assuming a closed temporal domain, a communication channel that outputs each message with a delay t with respect to its input time and that neither generates nor loses messages can be speci ed as follows: 8msg(Always(out = msg r ?t (in = msg))) where out and in are time-dependent constants.
A history H models a temporal evolution of the speci ed system by constraining the temporal relations between atomic formulae representing occurring events or system states. Formally, a history H is a formula of the form: Sometimes(^ir i F i ) where, for each i, F i is an atomic formula of the type:
1. a time-dependent predicate applied to time-independent ground terms 3 ; 2. an equality of the form c = s t, where c is a time-dependent constant of sort s and t is a time independent ground term of the same sort. and i is a time-independent ground temporal term.
Basic Semantic Features
The semantics of the language is based on the concept of temporal structure that allows us to derive the notions of state and valuation function. 
if f is a n-ary function and t 1 ; ::; t n are terms then = i (f(t 1 ; ::; t n )) = = i (f)(= i (t 1 ); ::; = i (t n )); if p is a n-ary predicate and t 1 ; ::; t n are terms then = i (p(t 1 ; ::; t n )) = true () (= i (t 1 ); ::; = i (t n )) 2 = i (p); = i (t 1 = s t 2 ) = true () = i (t 1 ) = = i (t 2 ) where = is the identity relation in D s ; = i (:F) = true () not = i (F) = true; = i (F F 0 ) = true () not = i (F) = true or = i (F 0 ) = true; = i (8xF) = true () = 0 i (F) = true for each = 0 i that di ers from = i at most in the value it assigns to x; = i (r F) = true () if i + = i ( ) 2 T then = i+= i ( ) (F) = true Notice that from the previous interpretation it follows that r F is true when i + = i ( ) does not belong to T . From the de nition of , it follows that: = i ( F) = true () i + = i ( ) 2 T and = i+= i ( ) (F) = true As anticipated, this clause states that F is false if a time instant t at distance from i does not exist. It is easy to see that the two displacement operators are equivalent for closed domains, e.g. cyclic domains, while they di er for open domains, e.g. nite, acyclic domains.
Let us now de ne the notions of temporal satis ability, validity and invariance of formulae with respect to a temporal structure. A formula F is said temporally satis able with respect to a temporal structure S if and only if it evaluates to true in at least one instant of the temporal domain. In such a case, we say that the temporal structure provides a model for the formula. A formula F is said temporally valid with respect to a temporal structure S if and only if it evaluates to true in every instant of the temporal domain. Finally, a formula F is said temporally invariant with respect to a temporal structure S if and only if it is temporally unsatis able or temporally valid.
It is possible to prove that each temporally closed formula (and, then, each speci cation) is temporally invariant Morzenti, 89] . This can be intuitively understood in case of formulae having Always (or Sometimes) as their outermost operators by considering that these operators provide a way to universally (or existentially) quantify the current time left implicit in the formulae. The main consequence of this theorem is that to prove the temporal validity of a temporally invariant formula is su cient to prove its temporal satis ability. Notice that, however, a temporally closed formula can be temporally valid with respect to a given temporal structure and temporally unsatis able with respect to another.
On the basis of these concepts, we de ne the notions of satis ability and validity of formulae. A formula F is said satis able if and only if there exists a temporal structure with respect to which F is temporally satis able, while it is said valid if and only if it is temporally valid with respect to every temporal structure.
Language Axiomatization
The basic properties of the language are expressed by axioms and inference rules of rst order predicate calculus with equality together with the following axiom schemata (hereinafter axioms) : Axiom Ax1, together with the inference rule IR1, allows us to deduce the distributivity of r with respect to^and then, by duality, the distributivity of with respect to _. Then, from Ax1, IR1, the distributivity of with respect to _ and the duality of r and , it follows that: r F ( F >) Furthermore, Ax4, together with the distributivity of with respect to _ and the duality of r and , allows us to derive that: F ( >^r F)
From this last theorem, it is easy to prove the distributivity of with respect to^and then, by duality, the distributivity of r with respect to _.
Besides the basic axioms Ax1?Ax4, we require the existence of a zero displacement that does not change the current time instant and express the compositional properties of the displacement operators in terms of function properties. We rst require that the application of a zero displacement to a formula does not change it: (Ax5) r 0 F F (existence of a zero element) that implies Rescher, 68] : 8xr x F F provided that x does not occur in F.
Then we state that temporal displacements are compositional provided that there exists a time instant units from the current one: (Ax6) > r r F r F (vector addition for r )
where and are time-independent terms of sort s T and is a function whose properties are speci ed by the following axioms: r (:F) :r F where is whatever temporal term, and then, given the distributivity of r with respect to^, that r distributes itself over all truth functional connectives.
Finally, speci c domain axioms have to be added to impose time independency to constants, functions and predicates. They have the following form: a constant c is time-independent i 9x Always(c = x) a n-ary function f is time-independent i 8x 1 ; ::; x n 9y Always(f(x 1 ; ::; x n ) = y) a n-ary predicate p is time-independent i 8x 1 ; ::; x n (Always(p(x 1 ; ::; x n )) _ Always(:p(x 1 ; ::; x n ))) 5 Such a closure is implicitly assumed in Rescher, 68] .
Embedding Time Granularity in the Language
The main problems we have to solve to give a formal meaning to the use of di erent time granularities are the quali cation of assertions with respect to time granularity and the de nition of the links between assertions associated with a given time granularity, like \days", and the assertions associated with another granularity, like \microseconds". Sometimes, this problem has an obvious solution that consists in using different time units -say, months and minutes -to measure time quantities in a unique dynamic model. For instance the problem of specifying a pondage power plant through a set of states and transitions requires the de nition of the temporal constraints of the system. A description of the plant could include states such as empty reservoir, full reservoir, open sluice gate, closed sluice gate, together with the transitions between these states. A numeric value is associated with each transition, which is the time needed for its completion. We can easily state that moving from empty reservoir to full reservoir by applying a given input of water per second takes 2 months, whereas moving from open sluice gate to closed sluice gate, when applying the command close sluice gate, takes 2 minutes. All that is needed is that, syntactically, the user may attach a suitable label to temporal terms specifying the unit for them. Semantically, a possible interpreter for such a language could easily build a global state of the system bound to a time instant that is measured in the nest time unit. Simple multiplications would be needed when executing transitions measured in a coarser scale. At most, some level of nondeterminism could arise from the fact that, generally, when we say that \a reservoir is lled within 2 months" we do not mean that it is lled in exactly 2 30 24 60 60 seconds (assuming that every month has exactly 30 days), but in an approximation of such a number whose bounds could be either explicitly stated by the user -say, 5 days -or stated a priori on the basis of the adopted time unit -more than 1 month and less than 3 months. In this case, therefore, a model of the system using di erent time granularities is just an abbreviation for a model on the nest time unit.
In most granular systems, however, the treatment of di erent time granularities involves more di cult semantic problems. Consider, for instance, the sentence: \Every month, if an employee works, then he gets his salary". It could be formalized, in a rst order language, by a formula such as: 8t m ; emp(work(emp; t m ) get salary(emp; t m )) with an obvious meaning of the used symbols, once it is stated that the subscript m' denotes the fact that t is measured by the time unit of \months". Another requirement can be expressed by the sentence: \An employee must com-plete every received job within 3 days". It is formalized by the formula: 8t d ; emp; job(get job(emp; job; t d ) job done(emp; job; t d + 3)) where the subscript`d' denotes that t is measured by the time unit of \days". Assume now that the two formulae are part of the speci cation of the same o ce system. We need a common model for both formulae. As done before, we could choose the nest temporal domain, i.e., the set of (times measured by) days, as the common domain. Then, a term labeled by`m' would be translated into a term labeled`d' by multiplying its value by 30. However, clearly the statement \Every month, if an employee works, then he gets his salary" is di erent from \Every day, if an employee works, then he gets his salary". In fact, working for a month means that one works for 22 days in the month, whereas getting a monthly salary means that there is one day when one gets the salary for the month. Similarly, stating that \Every day of a given month it rains" does not mean, in general, that it rains for all seconds of all days of the month.
Further di culties arise from the so-called alignment problem of temporal domains Corsetti, 91c] . It can be illustrated by the following examples. Consider the sentence \tomorrow I will eat". If one interprets it in the domain of hours, its meaning is that there will be several hours, starting from the next midnight until the following one, when it will be true that I eat, no matter in which hour of the present day this sentence is claimed. Thus, if the sentence is claimed at 1 a.m., it will be true that \I eat" in times t whose distance d from the current instant is such that 23 d < 47. Instead, if the same sentence is claimed at 10 p.m. of the same day, d will be such that 2 d < 26. Consider now the sentence \dinner will be ready in one hour". If it is interpreted in the domain of minutes, its meaning is that dinner will be ready in 60 minutes starting from the minute when it is claimed. Thus, if the sentence is claimed at minute, say, 10, or 55, of a given hour, always it will be true that \dinner is ready" at time t whose distance d from such a minute is exactly 60 minutes. Clearly, the two examples require two di erent semantics. We call cases of the rst and second type synchronous and asynchronous, respectively. In this paper, we con ne our analysis to the synchronous case.
Embedding time granularity in the basic language to support the speci cation of synchronous granular systems involves three main steps: (i) replacing the unique temporal domain of the basic language with a nite set of disjoint and di erently grained temporal domains whose union constitutes the temporal universe T of the granular speci cation; (ii) qualifying formulae with respect to the temporal universe; (iii) de ning the link between the formulae associated to di erent temporal domains.
The temporal universe identi es the temporal domains relevant to the granular system and de nes the relations between di erently grained instants. It decom-poses instants of coarser domains into intervals of ner domains, and abstracts intervals of ner domains into intervals or points of coarser domains.
Then, to identify the domains a given formula refers to and to specify the links between di erently grained formulae, the extended language provides a contextualization and a projection operator, respectively. They allow one to build the speci cation of a synchronous granular system by properly connecting a set of di erently grained formulae. In the simplest case, the speci cation consists of the logical composition of a number of temporally closed formulae referring to di erent temporal domains. In more complex cases, composition of di erently grained formulae may require to switch from a given domain to another one. The projection operator can be used to deal with nested quanti cations of di erently grained temporal displacements, e.g. to model the temporal condition \Every day there exist some hours...". Furthermore it can be used to specify the composition of di erently grained temporal displacements, e.g., to model the temporal condition \In twenty seconds ve minutes will have passed from...".
Finally, we need to de ne some rules that, given the truth value of a formula with respect the domain it refers to, allow us to constrain its truth value with respect to any other domain. Then, to relate the truth values of a formula, we de ne some default projection rules that allow us to switch it across domains. We distinguish between projections from coarser to ner domains (downward temporal projection) and projections from ner to coarser ones (upward temporal projection).
The notion of Temporal Universe
The temporal universe T of a speci cation is the union of a nite set of disjoint temporal domains, that is, T = S i=1;::;n T i . The set of domains fT 1 ; ::; T n g is totally ordered on the basis of the degree of neness (coarseness) of its elements. Let such a granularity relation. For each i, with 1 i < n, T i T i+1 and the granularity of T i+1 is said ner than the granularity of T i . As an example, consider the temporal universe including years, months, weeks and days. The domains are ordered by granularity as follows: years months weeks days. We also introduce a ner relation on the set of domains of a temporal universe, namely the disjointedness relation w. It is a partial ordering relation modeling a natural notion of inclusion between domains. It allows us to rule out domains like weeks which can overlap coarser domains like years and months. With respect to the previous example, the domains are ordered by disjointedness as follows: years w months; months w days; weeks w days.
Each domain is discrete with the possible exception of the nest domain(s) that may be dense. The reason is that each dense domain is already at the nest level of granularity, since it allows any degree of precision in measuring time dis-placements. As a consequence, for dense domains we must distinguish granularity from metric, while for discrete domains we can de ne granularity in terms of set cardinality and assimilates it to a natural notion of metric Corsetti, 91c] . For simplicity, we assume that each domain is discrete.
For each ordered pair T i ; T j , with T i T j , a mapping is de ned that maps each element t i of T i into an interval of contiguous elements of T j , whose width is called the conversion factor between T i and T j with respect to t i . In general, the value of the conversion factors of elements belonging to the same domain may be di erent. This dependency on time instants is introduced to deal with pair of domains like real months and days for which a di erent number of instants of the ner domains (28 or 29, 30 and 31 days) corresponds to di erent instants of the coarser one (months). Furthermore, such a decomposition function maps contiguous instants into contiguous intervals and preserves the ordering of domains. If T i w T j then the intervals are disjoint, e.g. in the case of the mapping from minutes to seconds, otherwise the intervals can meet at their endpoints, e.g. in the case of the mapping from months to weeks. It is worth noting that this general de nition of decomposition functions allows us to deal with pair of temporal domains in which an instant of the ner domain is astride two instants of coarser one. Finally, the union set of the intervals of T j belonging to the range of the decomposition function is equal to T j . For each i; j; k, we also require that if T i w T k w T j then the decomposition function from T i to T j is equal to the composition of the decomposition functions from T i to T k and from T k to T j . For certain classes of temporal universes, we assume that for each pair of temporal domains T i , T j the conversion factor is constant. In such a case, conversion factors provide a relative measurement of the granularity of each ordered pair of domains T i and T j . This assumption is useful, for instance, to deal with legal months.
In general, there are several ways to de ne these mappings, each one satisfying the required properties. According to the intended meaning of the mappings as decomposition functions, each element of T i is mapped into the set of elements of T j that compose it.
For each pair T i ; T j , with T i T j , we also de ne a coarse grain equivalent function that maps each element t j of T j into an interval I i of contiguous elements of T i such that t j belongs to the intersection of the intervals of T j resulting from the application of the decomposition function to the elements of I i . The uniqueness of the coarse grain equivalents can be easily deduced from the de nition of the decomposition functions. If T i w T j each interval I i is a singleton and the coarse grain equivalent function can be easily rede ned as a mapping from T j on T i .
Temporal Universe Formalization
In this section, the concept of temporal universe is formally characterized. First of all, we require that the set of domains is a partition of the temporal universe, which is partially ordered with respect to the disjointedness relation w, and that each individual domain is linearly ordered. Then, we formalize the properties of conversion factors. Finally, to embed the decomposition and abstraction functions in a temporal logic setting, we de ne a projection relation ! over the domain T T = S i;j=1;::;n T i T j . The requirement that the set of domains is a partition of the temporal universe is expressed by requiring that each time instant belongs to one (domains cover the temporal universe) and only one (domains are disjoint) domain, and that for each domain there exists at least one instant belonging to it (domains are not empty). Furthermore, we require that the set of domains is partially ordered with respect to w. The linear order of each domain is obtained by requiring that each pair hT i ; <i, with i = 1; ::; n, is a poset and that it satis es the backward and forward linearity axioms.
For each ordered pair of domains T i ; T j and each t i in T i we also require that a conversion factor exists that expresses the numerical relationship between the granularities of T i and T j with respect to t i . Let C F be the function that for each ordered pair T i , T j and each t i in T i returns the relevant conversion factor. 8T i ; T j ; T k ; t i ((T i w T j w T k^ti 2 T i ) C F (t i ; T i ; T k ) = P t2ft j :t j 2T j^ti !t j g C F (t; T j ; T k ))
Let us assume T k to be equal to T j in d). From a), it follows that: e) the conversion factor between T i and T j , with T i w T j , with respect to t i 2 T i is equal to the cardinality of the set of t j 2 T j such that t i ! 
((T i w T k w T jt i 2 T i^tj 2 T j^tk 2 T k^ti ! t j^tj ! t k ) t i ! t k )
order preservation the linear order of domains is preserved by the projection relation. For each T i and T j we require that the projection intervals are ordered but possibly meet 8T i ; T j ; t i ; t 0 i ; t j ; t 0 j ((t i 2 T i^t 0 i 2 T i^tj 2 T j^t 0 j 2 T jt i ! t j^t 0 i ! t 0 j^9 ( > 0^t 0 i = t i + )) 9 ( 0^t 0 j = t j + )) For pairs of domains ordered by disjointedness, we require the stronger property that projection intervals are disjoint 8T i ; T j ; t i ; t 0 i ; t j ; t 0 j ((T i w T j^ti 2 T i^t 0 i 2 T i^tj 2 T j^t 0 j 2 T jt i ! t j^t 0 i ! t 0 j^9 ( > 0^t 0 i = t i + )) 9 ( > 0^t 0 j = t j + )) Strong order preservation and symmetry properties allow us to prove the uniqueness of coarse grain equivalents for disjoint domains 8T j ; T i ; t j ; t i ; t 0 i ((T i w T j^tj 2 T j^ti 2 T i^t 0 i 2 T i^ti ! t j^t 0 i ! t j ) t i = t 0 i ) Together with properties b) and c) of convertion factors, it allows us to generalize property e) to the property: 8T i ; T j ; t i (t i 2 T i dC F (t i ; T i ; T j )e = ]ft j : t j 2 T j^ti ! t j g) It states that, for each pair of disjoint domains T i ; T j , and each t i 2 T i , the d e of the value of the relevant conversion factor is exactly the number of t j 2 T j such that t i ! t j . contiguity the projection relation maps an instant into an interval of contiguous instants on a given domain, i.e. there exist at least dC F (t i ; T i ; T j )e contiguous instants of T j related to each instant t i of T i : 8T i ; T j ; t i (t i 2 T i 9t j (t j 2 T j^8 k(0 k < dC F (t i ; T i ; T j )e t i ! t j + k)))
and there exist at most dC F (t i ; T i ; T j )e contiguous instants of T j related to t i :
8T i ; T j ; t i (t i 2 T i 9t j (t j 2 T j^8 t 0 j ((t i ! t 0 j^t 0 j 2 T j ) 9k(0 k < dC F (t i ; T i ; T j )e^t 0 j = t j + k)))) where t; t i ; t j ; t k are quanti ed over the domain T (if not further constrained).
For particular kinds of temporal universe, we can also require that the projection satis es the property of homogeneity. homogeneity For each pair of disjoint domains of the temporal universe, the homogeneity property requires that there exists a constant conversion factor expressing the numerical relationship between their granularities. 8T i ; T j ((T i w T j _ T j w T i ) 9C i;j 8t i (t i 2 T i C F (t i ; T i ; T j ) = C i;j )) Clearly, such a property precludes us to deal with domains like real months. Pairing the contiguity and the homogeneity properties we obtain that, for each pair T i and T j , there exist exactly C i;j contiguous instants of T j related to each instant of T i .
Many other relevant properties can be derived from the given ones including: totality (seriality) the projection relation is de ned for each instant of every domain of the temporal universe 8t i ; T j 9t j (t j 2 T j^ti ! t j ) coverage for each instant t j and each domain T i there exist a displacement and an instant t i belonging to T i such that t i + belong to the temporal universe and projects on t i , and t i projects on t j 8t j ; T i 9 ; t i (t j + 2 T^t j + ! t i^ti 2 T i^ti ! t j ) upward transitivity if T k w T j w T i and t i of T i projects on t j of T j and t j projects on t k of T k , then t i projects on t k 8T i ; T j ; T k ; t i ; t j ; t k ((T k w T j w T i^ti 2 T i^tj 2 T j^tk 2 T kt i ! t j^tj ! t k ) t i ! t k ) downward/upward transitivity (case 2) if T k w T i w T j and t i of T i projects on t j of T j and t j projects on t k of T k , then t i projects on t k 8T i ; T j ; T k ; t i ; t j ; t k ((T k w T i w T jt i 2 T i^tj 2 T j^tk 2 T k^ti ! t j^tj ! t k ) t i ! t k ) 4 The Extended Logical Formalism
The Syntax of Time Granularity
The alphabet of the extended language is the alphabet of the basic one plus a context sort S C denoting the set of domains into which the temporal universe is partitioned. At the same time, we introduce quanti able context variables, context constants, and context functions, but we exclude the possibility of having predicate arguments of context sort, except for the binary predicates w and .
Moreover, the extended language is provided with two other operators, namely the contextual operator r A , where A is a context, and the projection operator .
The set of terms STerm is extended with STerm S C , which is de ned according to the usual formation rules. For simplicity, we assume that context terms are time-independent.
The formulae of the extended language are the formulae of the basic one plus The projection operator allows us to evaluate F at time instants related to the current one by the projection relation. The formula F evaluates to true if F is true at all related instants.
The dual operator is de ned as follows: F = def : :F It evaluates to true if F is true in at least one related instant.
To make it possible to contextualize displacements, we also introduce the derived operator r A de ned as follows: r A F = def r A r F together with the dual one A A F = def A F They allow us to view the context term A as the sort of the temporal term (multisorted temporal terms). In such a way, the composition of contextual and displacement operators can be seen as new typed operators, the contextual displacements r A and A .
The following examples illustrate the main kinds of relations that can exist between di erent components of a layered speci cation. Example 1. In the simplest cases, layered speci cations are obtained by contextualizing formulae and composing them by means of logical connectives. For instance, the sentence: \Men work every month and eat every day" is speci ed by the formula: 8 r month work(x man )^8 r day eat(x man ) Example 2. The projection operator is needed when displacements over di erent temporal domains have to be composed. For instance, the sentence:
\In twenty seconds ve minutes will have passed from the occurrence of the fault" is speci ed by the formula: \There exist some days during which the plant works every hour" is speci ed by the formula: 9 day r hour work(plant) Example 4. The sentence: \There exist some days during which the plant remains inactive for several hours" is speci ed by the formula: 9 day hour inactive(plant) Example 5. The sentence:
\Every day there exist some hours during which the plant is in production" is speci ed by the formula: 8 r day hour in production(plant) Example 6. The sentence:
\The plant is monitored by the remote system each minute of every hour" is speci ed by the formula: 8 r hour r minute monitor(remote ? system; plant)
The Semantics of Time Granularity
The semantics of the language extended with time granularity is based on a concept of generalized temporal structure that still allows us to derive the notions of state and valuation function. -T is the temporal universe over which are de ned a projection relation ! and n partial functions + (as many temporal domains as there are); -= is the interpretation function that assigns a value to variables x, constants c, functions f and predicates p. It is the extension of the interpretation function of the basic language to the temporal universe.
On the basis of =, we give a value to each term and formula of the language at a time instant i of T. The interpretation rules are the same of the basic language augmented with the following ones: = i (r A F) = true () if i 2 = i (A) then = i (F) = true; = i (r F) = true () if i + = i ( ) 2 T then = i+= i ( ) (F) = true; = i ( F) = true () = j (F) = true for each j such that i ! j. Let us now rede ne the notions of temporal satis ability and temporal validity of formulae with respect to a generalized temporal structure. A formula F is said locally temporally satis able with respect to a temporal domain T i of a temporal structure S if and only if S evaluates to true in at least one instant of T i . A formula F is said locally temporally valid with respect to a temporal domain T i of a temporal structure S if and only if F evaluates to true in every instant of T i . A formula F is said locally temporally invariant if and only if it is locally temporally unsatis able or locally temporally valid. On the basis of the concepts of local temporal satis ability and validity, we de ne the notions of satis ability and validity of formulae. A formula F is said satis able if and only if there exists a temporal structure with respect to which it is locally temporally satis able. A formula F is said valid if and only if it is locally temporally valid with respect to each temporal domain of every temporal structure.
Time Granularity Axiomatization
The fundamental properties of the contextual and the projection operators are given by the following axioms: where A is a temporal sort, and by the inference rules:
(IR2)`F ?!`r A F (necessitation rule for r A ) (IR3)`F ?!`F (necessitation rule for ) First of all, it is worth noting that neither the contextual operator nor the projection operator distribute themselves over all truth functional connectives. Axioms Ax12 and Ax13 state that the interpretation domain does not change under temporal contextualization, i.e. it is context independent. Again, to deal with visibility and invisibility of objects in the di erent contexts, these axioms should be weakened. Finally, axiom Ax15 provides us with a reduction rule for contextual operators.
As in the case of the basic language, let us report now a number of interesting theorems. First of all, given the de nition of A , it is immediate to prove that: From this theorem, it is easy to prove the distributivity of A with respect toâ nd then, by duality, the distributivity of r A with respect to _.
Moreover, together with axiom Ax14 and the distributivity of A with respect to^, it allows us to deduce that:
together with the dual one:
These formulae can be generalized to whatever conjunction and disjunction of formulae.
Together with axiom Ax15, it also allows us to obtain the reduction rule:
A r A F A F
The formula expressing the idempotency of the dual operator A :
A A F A F and the dual reduction rule: r A A F r A F can be easily derived by duality. In a similar way, the commutativity of A and can be derived from axiom Ax16 by duality. Finally, from axiom Ax17, it is possible to derive the distributivity of with respect to^using inference rule IR3 and then, by duality, the distributivity of with respect to _. It is also easy to show that from axiom Ax17 it follows that: 8xF 8x F Besides the fundamental logical properties of contextual and projection operators, we can axiomatize the properties of the temporal universe (temporal universe partition, properties of conversion factors, properties of the projection relation). Let us report here the properties of the projection relation: (Ax18) 
Finally, we introduce upward and downward projection rules. For each pair of domains T i ; T j , with T i coarser than T j , the downward projection rule states that if a property P holds at a time instant t i of T i , then there exists at least one time instant t j of T j , belonging to its decomposition, such that P holds at t j . For each pair of domains T i ; T j , with T i ner than T j , the upward projection rule states that if a property P holds at each time t i of T i such that t j ! t i , then P holds at time t j . Formally, downward projection is de ned by the following axiom: (Ax25) 8A; B(A w B r A (F B F)) where F is a rst order formula, i.e. a formula devoid of displacement, contextual and projection operators.
It is easy to show the equivalence between this axiom and the de nition of upward projection:
8A; B(A w B r A ( r B F F))
This allows us to conclude that the axioms de ning downward and upward projection are interdeducible. Downward projection rule provides the weakest semantics that can be attached to an assertion in a domain ner than the original one, provided that such an assertion is not wholistic 7 . Most often it is too weak so that user quali cations are needed. In general, it is possible to provide domain-speci c categorizations of assertions according to their behaviour under downward temporal projection. Such categorizations allows us to introduce and characterize primitive ontological concepts as event, property, fact and process in terms of their temporal projection 8 . It allows us to distinguish assertions that hold at one and only one instant of the ner domain (punctual), assertions that hold at each instant t j of the ner domain such that t i ! t j (continuous and pervasive), assertions that hold over scattered sequence of intervals of the ner domain whose element t j all satisfy the condition t i ! t j (bounded sequence), and so on Montanari, 91] .
In the rest of the section, we give a brief survey of the soundness and completeness proofs for time granularity.
The soundness of the logical language for time granularity is proved by checking that each axiom is a valid formula and that each inference rule deduces a true formula from a true formula. Axioms and inference rules of rst order predicate calculus, included into time granularity, are assumed sound (see for instance Bell, 77] ). Proofs of soundness for axioms and inference rules related to time granularity can be found in Montanari, 92a] and here they are only sketched. The proof of the soundness of each axiom referring a temporal operator can be easily deduced from the semantic de nition of the language. The proof of soundness of inference rules related to displacement, contextual and projection operators is easily derived by the notion of validity. The soundness of the axioms expressing properties of temporal universe is proved negating each property in the temporal structure and then checking that no interpretation satis es the correspondent axiom.
About the proof of completeness for time granularity, we sketch out a schema quite similar to Rescher, 71] , that allows us to get a relative completeness result according to the well-known G odel incompleteness results on arithmetic axiomatization theories. Such a proof provides a correspondence between time granularity (TG) and a pure quanti cation theory (FO), and derives TG completeness by means of FO completeness. Firstly, a translation function is de ned in such a way that for each valid formula F in TG there exists a valid formula F in FO. Further, the deduction of F can be obtained by means of FO completeness.
Finally, the completeness of TG is obtained putting into correspondence the deduction of F in FO, and a deduction of F in TG, by means of a translation function ?1 i .
Examples of Layered Speci cations
In this section, we show how to use the extended language to specify a monitoring system and a high voltage station. Example 7.: Monitoring System Speci cation. Let S a monitoring system composed of a monitor M and a remote system R. R must send a message to M every hour. If in a given hour the message does not arrive, then the next hour M activates a control procedure sending a control message to R. If R gives back an answer within 5 seconds and sends the expected message to M no later than 5 seconds after the answer, then the veri cation is successful and the system comes back to its normal state. Otherwise, M declares R idle 10 seconds after the control message. There is no restoration from the idle condition.
The formal speci cation of S uses a temporal universe composed of two domains, hours and seconds. The normal monitoring activity refers to the domain of hours, while the fast control procedure refers to the domain of seconds. It consists of the logical conjunction of three di erent components C1, C2, and C3.
C1: the control procedure starts if a message has not arrived within the given time boundary, and R has never been declared idle:
8 r hour (control (r ?1 r seconds :message^:SomPast(idle))) C2: the idle declaration:
8 r seconds (r 10 idle (control^(Lasts e;e (:answer; ?6)_ 9 (1 5^r (answer^Lasts e;e (:message; 6)))))) C3: An answer from R can only occur within 5 seconds from a control message: 8 r seconds (answer 9 (?5 ?1^r control)) We report here the speci cation of the change from b1 to b2 of the bar connected to the line. The supervisor must close the parallel bay pb rst, this action taking 10 seconds, then it closes the insulator ilb2 and opens the insulator ilb1 in 5 seconds. Lastly, it opens the parallel bay, taking other 10 seconds. For the formal speci cation, we identify for every action the time scale where it can be considered as an instantaneous event. The change of the bar takes about 30 seconds, the opening and the closing of the parallel bay 10 seconds, the switching of the insulators 5 seconds, the switching of the circuit breakers 50 milliseconds.
The predicates change bar from b1 to b2, closed pb, open pb, close ilb1, close ilb2, open ilb1, etc, denote the corresponding commands sent to the various devices by the supervisor. The existential projection operator is used to connect formulae on di erent domains. The change of bar is described by the formula below, specifying the sequence of actions taken by the supervisor. close cb)) The opening of the parallel bay is symmetrical to its closing, so we do not show it here for the sake of brevity.
Conclusions
When building speci cations for time-dependent systems -whether plant control systems, o ce systems or whatever -it may happen that di erent components of such systems have quite di erent dynamic behaviours, bound to di erent time scales. Present formal languages impose the use of a unique time scale, what can make formal speci cations of such systems quite cumbersome and unnatural.
In this paper, we presented an axiomatic approach to deal with di erent time granularities in real-time, granular system speci cations. The rst step has been the de nition of a temporal logic language, suitable to explicitly deal with time and therefore to cope with hard real-time systems. It is a revised version of the logical speci cation language TRIO. We endowed it with a new de nition of syntax and semantics based on a unique basic temporal operator, and with a sound system of axioms. Then, we extended this language with operators to deal with time granularity. We rst introduced the concept of temporal universe in a more general way than in Cli ord,88] and Corsetti,91a] to t a larger variety of structures of practical interest. For instance, it is now possible to deal with real months (and not only 30-day legal months), leap years, and weeks (which do not t exactly in a month or in a year). Then, we de ned syntax and semantics of suitable operators augmenting the temporal logic language to deal with granular speci cations. The semantics of the extended language is based on the concept of generalized temporal structure. It allows us to de ne the notions of local temporal satis ability and validity that make it possible to generalize the basic concepts of temporal invariance, satis ability and validity. Finally, we formalized the properties of the contextual and projection operators by a sound axiomatic system. Signi cant results have been derived from the axioms, including the equivalence between the formulae for upward and downward temporal projections. This paper does not exhaust the time granularity problem. First, a formal proof of completeness for the logical system is needed if we want to use it to derive proofs of properties of speci cations. Secondly, the proposed language is just a kernel for an e ective speci cation language. In fact, it lacks abstraction and modularization mechanisms that make it suitable to deal with the complexity and the details of real-life cases. Such mechanisms do exist in more structured languages that have been de ned on the basis of TRIO, namely TRIO+ Morzenti, 91] and TRIO Corsetti, 91a] . These are provided by exploiting object-oriented techniques and combining them with TRIO features. Clearly, the possibility of dealing with di erent time granularities should be extended to these languages. Since we do believe in the orthogonality of our approach, we do not expect major di culties in such a job.
The proposed language together with other related ones, equipped with presently prototype tools, are the current result of an on-going research that aims at the construction of a complete speci cation environment for real-time systems whose kernel is the language TRIO. A detailed description of the main features of the environment is given in Morzenti, 89] .
It is a widely accepted belief that the e ectiveness of a speci cation language is strongly increased by the availability of a rich and integrated environment of tools. Such tools should allow not only the editing and the managing of speci cation documents, but even their execution, with the purpose of early prototyping and veri cation Kemmerer, 85] , Harel, 87] , Ghezzi, 91b] . No execution algorithms have been yet developed for the proposed language. Currently, we can only have some partial executions, based on the algorithm originally developed for TRIO Morzenti, 89] , based on the proof method of semantic tableaux Smullyan,68], Bell, 77] , Ben-Ari,83], Wolper, 83] that allows us to prove the nite satis ability of a formula by constructing a nite model for it. Such an algorithm can be used to verify the consistency of speci cations and to perform both simulation and veri cation of histories with respect to a given speci cation. It also allows the speci er to prove any property of the system that can be derived from its speci cation by verifying if the conjunction of the speci cation and the negation of the property is unsatis able. With respect to the extended language, parts of a speci cation referring to the same temporal domain can be easily translated in the basic language and executed using the existing method. So we can have various formulae to be interpreted separately on di erent temporal domains. This is a step to prove the consistency of a granular speci cation, but it is not enough to say that speci cations on di erent time scales are really executable. New algorithms are thus needed for the proposed language to actually execute speci cations involving di erent temporal domains.
